
good reasons
for choosing xGen Connect

In touch and in control
Providing you with the simplicity, connectivity and security you need.



1  With the ability to control from 4 up to 192 sensors and 8 partitions by 100 to 256 users, the xGen Connect has the 
flexibility to meet the most demanding requirements for small to mid-sized security systems. 

2  The xGen Connect, utilizing the UltraSync™ cloud platform, is one of the most powerful security systems currently 
available in the market, allowing for a scalable, cost-effective and user friendly security. 

3  The new xGen Connect security system is the perfect and most cost-effective upgrade solution for home 
owners who have been using the NetworX panels for the last two decades. Whether it is for new installations 
orupgrading an existing NetworX panel, xGen Connect will bring new technology and additional features. Existing 
NetworX systems can easily migrate to the new xGen Connect without the need to replace the already installed 
keypads and auxiliary modules, such as the zone- and output expanders. This migration is made possible by the 
dual bus (NetworX and RS-485) present on-board the xGen Connect.

4  The xGen Connect on-board ethernet port provides a secure connection to UltraSync, a cloud-based solution 
offering a wide range of services, such as alarm reporting to a central monitoring station, should 24 hour monitoring 
be required and an end-user App to control the alarm system from anywhere.

5  With the latest technology, Wi-Fi and 4G cellular connectivity options, the xGen Connect series is ready for future 
connectivity, based on a reliable legacy. 

6  The UltraSync+ App provides the user with a pleasing experience. The user can navigate through different menus 
to arm/disarm the system, check if windows and doors are closed, manage other users and watch live or recorded 
video clips from up to 16 cameras. The user can enable push notification and be informed instantly in case of an 
(alarm) event, or in case another user is entering or leaving the virtual perimeter around the protected premises. 
This virtual perimeter can be defined using the built-in “geo localization” functionality.

7  The xGen Connect security system can be controlled in many ways. There is a wide range of aesthetically 
pleasing user interfaces available including a 3.5” and 7” touchscreen as well as the new, soon to be launched, 
LCD keypad with built-in Mifare proximity reader. The UltraSync+ App, supported on Apple® iPhone/iPad or Google 
Android devices, allows almost real-time remote control assuring full peace of mind for the end-user.

8  In addition to security, the xGen Connect can offer a number of home comfort functions via the Z-Wave® home 
automation option, supporting a number of Z-Wave devices such as lights, thermostats and locks. These can be 
controlled remotely from the UltraSync+ mobile application, or have the xGen Connect perform automated functions 
based on pre-defined scenes.

9  From the smartphone or tablet the end-user can easily make configuration changes when needed. Just select 
the appropriate feature from the UltraSync+ App drop-down menu and add or remove users, change notification 
settings or select any of the other suitable options. 

10  The xGen Connect is a hybrid solution and supports a wide range of wired and wireless intrusion detectors (door/
window, shock, motion sensors) as well as life safety sensors (24 hour medical or hold-up buttons, smoke/heat 
sensors, flood or freeze). A number of xGen Connect wireless options are available, supporting legacy as well as 
new wireless sensors, allowing for easy wireless extensions, either retrofit or new installations.
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